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By Jim Hedges
With all the recent inquiries
into how student funds are
;-&*&•&",

quate, I decided t o interview
Mr, GeRu^'TSrddin, Director
oTStudemAaivrrie^airBarncfa
in order to see w h ^ ^ l j e m g
done to provide the students
with ample opportunities to
express themselves.
Basically, Mir. Grodin serves
as an advisor to all the clubs
and organizations within Baruch and takes care of financial
counselling to the Student Government as well as the clubs.
H e does not "tell" the clubs
what to do, he merely helps
them to set up their activities
for the semester and helps
them when they run into difficulty.
- In order to set up a new club
or organization, students must
talk to him and he will advise
them as to the feasibility of
undertaking their new project.
Also, the students must fill out
an application for a club charter which can be acquired at
the student government offices
in the Student Center. Mr.
Grodin informed m e that each
year every club must file a new
registration card to keep the
records up-to-date.
A n idea of Mr. Grodin is
contemplating involves a student fair in which interested
d u b s could get together in one
place at the same time and
provide their literature for the
student body to view. This is
planned in order to build up
membership in the clubs and gt
non-active students involved in
student activities.
H e made it known that he
supported the claims of overpricing at the concession
stands in the school and he
on
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Students- will ^rafly: .to protest
'.y&EL bejaaov^L jtp t h e ^ t f o n ^ f ^ u d e n t s and-unitjF o f
the 34 million dollar budget •'Student.Cei!tt*.Jci£ib^;L^jV7*^ - j>urpo«.'/ T. f ^ l r ; ! ^ : . "^'.^"IV"- ;QC ^ ^ 9 ^ f e a n d b i r i s ,
cutback hovering over CUNY,
The purpose o f the rally is t o . Studeut government's exter- preceding the rat^yv W the ^2tZ
which can result in tuition motivate the student body t o nal affairs committee will be comnimiirtify center room in
working with, and backing fi- the 22nd street student center
being charged to city university students in the spring '76 become actively aware o f the nancially the C U N Y fightback building. A s usual, students'
help is Welcome whenever they
semester. The rally, organized pending financial crisis created committee of Baruch. Carlyle have
free time.
b y the latest cutback, and to Thornhill, treasurer of D.S.S.by the CUNY Fightback comG. and Harry Gibbs, presidmittee of Baruch, will take inspire students with the fact ent, have given approval to the *
Tentative plans have been
place Thursday, October 9, that something can be done combining of forces of the made to conduct a future rally
during club hours in the Oak aout it. T o counter-attack ef- committees.
at Governor Cally*s office, to
Lounge in the Student Center. fectively requires the strength
Preparation of petitions to bring the battle to the homeIn case of overcrowding, the that is attained by organiza- be distributed at the rally, and ground of the antagonist.

Speak the Truth to the People
By Art Fishman
Lying Dean of Students Roy R.< student rights in Baruch. If these his faction are in touch with stuSenour has found others who will rights are won here, they wul be dent concerns. On Sept. 25, two
spread ialse rumors and ties to won all over CUNY. In this way rallys were held. One was about
the students hv Baruch. Well we build the unity needed to "the possibility of tuition fees"
Clyde, the students have only restore budget cuts and fight called by the CUNY Fightback
began their campaign to Kick any planned tuition in the free Comm. of Baruch, it drew only
Senour Out, and those*who lie to City University of New York. I 14 students. The other was called
the people will also be isolated have no use for racists like ass by student leaders who didn't
and be flushed down die toilet licking, M. Rohrtich, who ob- know what concerns students
wkh you. Tkdse who have sided viously is misinformed. It was have in Baruch, yet wefi over 200
with our unrespected and not so interesting that Rohrtich uses the students came to
beloved Dean of Students include same racist language of Senour, I While M. Rohrtich
flunkies like M. Rohrtich, the don't consider that a coincidence, to a handful of
government of the students e£
"CUNY fightback Committee, do you?
Baruch
were listening and leading
the REvohrtiooary Union-who
Mr. Rohrtich shows which.
a
majority
of the ^active students
backs this infantile slime—the of the struggle he is on
Revolutionary Student Brigade (a letter condemning student leaders of Baruch who are - concerned
racist, sexist, wormy bunch of for focusing their^ campaign on over being denied their control
divisive malcontents).
real issues in Baruch and not pie over student activities. But, mayI want to be clear about this. in the sky issues. Are student be it is that M. Rohrtich listens to
Wen an army commits its troops leaders inaccessible to students of students in Chicago, who origito do battle, those who break Baruch? No, they are easily avail- nally started the Fightback comranks are considered traitors and able and can be found in Baruch mittee in CUNY to get students
deserters and may be shot. We at the Revolutionary Unions' to join the Attica Brigade, now
have committed ourselves to bat- loft at 129 W. 22nd St., 9th called the Revolutionary Student
tle and the above groups must be floor, and they don't belong to Brigade, and still just a faction of
considered class traitors, or the racist, sexist Revolutionary the students in CUNY or in N.Y.
The lie that the last elections of
. ._ •
honkys. These groups are holding Student Brigade.
Day
Student Government were
back the needed unity to win
M. Rohrtich claims that he and

•rigged, is-slander that only the
Dean of Students has propagated
up till now. That Rohrtich accepts this and other statements
from a man who will not allow
himself to answer any questions
'under oath, shows how low
Rohrtich is and whose side he's
on.
Another he is that the present
student government is not encouraging student participation.
One need only took on page 3 of
d*e 9/30 Ticker to see a substantial ad asking for students to join
the student government.
We see that unity of the students, the student dubs, the faculty, and the workers to Deport
Roy Senour from Baruch stfll has
a long way to g o before it wul
become a movement here. We are
only at the beginning, and we are
laying our foundations solidly.
Right now the Day Session Student Government and the Ticker
-are using their influence to build
on
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ByBobLipsoB
j o r j rushes in t o the office investigation concerning the
P
This is the school—Baruch shortly after 9 hundred hours, notebook's whereabouts."
" N o w wait a minute, J o e .
• College. Some 8,216 students complaining that his 5 subject
Y
o
u know that I just got t o get
JC attend here during the day. notebook, containing some 9
3 Activities vary, ranging from weeks o f notes was either mis- my fifth c u p o f coffee . . .
r-T h a n g i n g o u t , p a r t y i n g ,
takenly picked u p while he was can't d o without i t . "
"Well then, c o m e back
OS old-fashioned studying, carry- socializing in the Marble
s
o
o
n , will y o u ? "
- ing o n , t o occasional attend- Lounge, or even worse: it
ff)
O ance in classes. W h e n o n e stu- could have been stolen* H e
"Okay. See y o u . "
H
"Bye."
dent steps out o f line, that's fears that h i s security blanket
"Bye."
when I step in. I carry weight.
may be mistaken for a piece
"
T a k e care."
T h e ' story you're about to of, uh, h o w shall I say, debris,
"Right."
read is true. T h e names have and subsequently wind u p
"okay."
been changed s o that we don't deep-sixed in the garbage. This
" Y o u know we're wasting
get sued. • "*
•
missing notebook situation octhe taxpayers' m o n e y . T h e
Tt was sunny and breezy in curred at roughly 835 hours.
New York City o n Friday,
B o b is worried. S o worried way things are, they'll b e an
September 19. W e were work- that h e takes a walk twenty extinct breed."
ing the day watch out o f Torts. ^ ^ P ^ s uptown t o Ticketron t o "You're right, JoeV • »
"All right, then. *»
The boss is Captain Albano. see if Knick schedules are a"Seeya!"
My partner is Bill Laconic. M y variable. Another disappointA n d -he will, t o o . T h e i m name's Mundane.
^
n e n t . H e later attends t w o
" N i c e day, huh J o e ? "
.lasses with borrowed paper. mortal Sergeant J o e Mundane
"Not bad."
Die scrawls are empty, a s h e is knows it.
Meanwhile, at 14 hundred
"That's right; it's not bad at really preoccupied with the
hours and 14 minutes, young
all."
fate o f his companion.
But B o b needn't . worry. Lipson finds the elusive note" Y o u can say that again,
book unharmed., thus ending
Back at headquarters—
Bill."
" J o e , I'm going t o get a cup his o w n 5 hour 3 9 minute
"That's right; It's not bad
investigation. T h e spiral tablet
of coffee. Y o u w a n t ? "
at all."
" N o thanks, Bill. I'll catch mistakenly g o t sandwiched be"Bill, you certainly have a
up o n some paperwork." Be- tween a classmate's books,
way with w o r d s . "
?c
Bob Lipson, a n upper jun- sides, we ought t o tackle the away it went.

A grateful Lipson went t o
tell Mundane and Laconic. H i s
g o o d fortune didn't last long,
however. T h e book was confiscated.
" I ' m sorry. It's policy, y o u
know. W e ^ieed it for
evidence."
Lipson. c a n hardly believe
that he's been charged with
taking scimpy notes.
The story y o u h a v e read is
true. The names were changed
s o that w e don't get sued.
On Monday, September 2 2 ,
trial was held f o r a n d in the

State of Confusion. I ^ a m o ment, the results o f t h % trial.
Robert Lipson w a s found
• guilty as charged. H e was sentenced to listening t o himself
for a 24-hour period over a
taperecorder.
The defendant was remanded t o the custody o f Laconic
and Mundane, w h o processed
him in the squadron. H e had a
M A R C II stamped o n his forehead, which a s w e all know
only goes t o s h o w that the guilt
is written all over his face.
D u m b , d a d u m b , d u m b . *'

By Mike Sucher
D O N ' T R E A D T H I S : Y o u aiding a n d supporting promight sec the crisis!
gram, that try t o help people
It's sitting there, in front o f live with other people, or are
your face. In fact it is t h e we structuring our students t o
reason you*re trying t o decide fit into a tight m o d e l that
right n o w whether t o read the discourages human interacrest o f this article o r n o t . Y o u tion personal identity searchhave n o way of k n o w i n g whe- ing a n d the questioning a n d
ther y o u care or n o t . There is testing o f authority?
absolutely n o way that y o u can
I believe that t h e college
feel connected t o a CRISIS experience occurs at a time o f
that hasn't been m a d e real t o fife that w e are asking some
you.
very profound questions. W e
Next term* w h e n y o u have m u s t b e allowed t o ask these
t o p a y ! 800.00 tuition f o r the questions a n d begin to b e
semester, y o u might feel the aware o f ourselves a n d the
crunch and begin'to c o m p l a i n , institutions that claim jurisdicbut b y that time it will b e after tion over our persons and our
the fact, and you w i n b e v o i c - Minds. If we fail t o secure our
ing a n uphill struggle all t h e right t o a free higher education
way.
in the "colleges, then w e are
Right h o w , you; the. indivi- walking away from o u r right
dual student are completely t o secure our place in the
unconscious of the frtrra* that Jbrjnationxxf our-very-destiey.
direct your everyday college
W h a t we must b e in conslife* and yet jsbmef o f y o u are cious. ^Conscious o f what we
trying t o light fox- your very want; conscious o f where we
survival.
are i n relation t o other people;
What is the crisis i n college and conscious o f what we \ie
today? Is it that y o u are asked
to prepare for the real w o r l d in
a n unreal environment? Is it
that y o u are "expected t o learn
responsibility while being
s p o o n fed and can't comprehend t h e inherent contradictions? I s it because these pres- the unity and hear the slogan:
SJU9& are s o overwhelming, THROW SENOUR O U T OTed
that y o u need a breather t o get by all in the Baruch College
your head together, a n d u n - Community.
I would like to help in this by
derstand that other real people
advertising for either songs- or
share your problems, dreams chants that we might sing to help
and frustrations.
KICK SENOUR OUT!! Send
H o w is t h e college handling your suggestions to Ticker, Att:
these problems? Is Baruch col- Art Fishman and those selected
lege offering a student envir- will be prominently didplayed in
onment that can support high- the Ticker.
I called this installment, Speak
er education? Is t h e college

FUNDS... continued
agreed that students s h o u l d Vimry Errera w h o assist him in
coordinating student activities
run the concessions rather
than maintenance personnel i n at Baruch College. M r . Grodin
the Student Center. M r . Grod- will welcome t h e opportunity
in also stated that h e w o u l d b e to ^discuss plans f o r future
willing t o sit d o w n with the activities with students w h o
owners o f these concessions i f are interested. H e is loc«* xi o n
necessary, t o discuss the rea- the 5 th floor o f t h e 26th ;reet
Building and it i s advisable t o
sons for the overpricing.
make a n appointment first s o
Working with M r . Grodin that h e will be~ available t o
are Mr. Ralph H y m a n and Mr. y o u .
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Something new
has been added
to Baruch:
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Serving From 7:30 AM To 8:00 PM
Fridays Until 3:00PM
Frozen Yogurt
Super Burgers
Thick Shakes

of policies and procedures.'
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By Dean Sehna Berfol
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counselor,
next best is our list

Welcome! Welcome back to must file for a make up exam jn
our "old-timers" and a specially the appropriate Curricular Guidwarm welcome to those of you ance Office by October 1st if
who are first-timers at Baruch. possible and take the exam by
Whether you are transfer students October 15th. If not, the X will be
or entering freshmen we wish you a failure.
good luck in your first semester at
Finally, be ALERT to Novemour college.
ber 12th which is the last day to
This column, for those of you drop a course without penalty.
who don't know it, is designed to More of this in a later column.
bring you-news of changes in the
I'mentioned your appropriate
curriculum and to alert- you to Curricular Guidance Office in the
deadlines which you must ob- paragraph above. We have three
serve.
such offices: .
So^-be ALERT to October 7th
which is the last day a Liberal Arts School of Business and Public
or Education student can request Administration—Rm. 902, 46 E.
a Pass/Fail grade. You may ob- 26th St., 725-3301
tain this form from the appropri- School of Liberal Arts A Sciences
ate Office of Curricular Guid- —Rm. 1521, 23rd St., 725-3228
School of Education—Rm. 1004,
ance.
Business students may not re- 315 PAS, 725-4468.
ceive a P / F grade even in -a - -—-H^ vou-are4nterested4n-a^credit
Liberal Arts course. Other stu- check and guidance please make
dents may opt for one such grade an appointment with a counsellor
a semester. A " P " grade does not in one of these offices as early as
mean that you do less work; it possible. This / adyice is especially
does mean that it will not affect important for transfer students..
yOur index—either plus or minus.
Bring your transcript and your
Also be ALERT to October equivalency checklist when you
15th which is the last day to come for an appoinment.- SEEK
resdive an I or X grade from and Compensatory Education stu 7
Spring or Summer. If you re- dents are counselled by the D e ceived an I grade with a °7o of 60 partment of Compensatory Eduor better, you must see the ins- cation at 315 Park Avenue South.
Although it's best to see^_a
tructor as soon as possible and
counselor,
next oest is out hst of
make up the work. If not> that I
Truth. It was because I felt that will become a WF and have the policies and procedures (available
thm, thai I wrote «Ttry to correct an X with ;* Wi"frf €&6r over, y o o Read it, it's for your own goodf
their records. I also wanted to
bring out that to identify the
enemy is to freeihe minds of our
brothers and sisters in Baruch.
Speak the truth to the people. Till
next week. Keep your comments
coming in and build the unity to
win. KICK DEAN OF STUt
DENTS DR. ROY. R. SENOUR
OUT!!!

Truth
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A Brand New Cafeteria At

"v.e?

doing t o try and get what we'
want.
"
Students. have agreed o n
what is wanted. W e have prepared an" indictment o f D e a n
Roy Senour Jr., and presented
this along with a list o f ten
demands t o President Wingfield in front of o u r hundred
student witnesses o n M o n d a y ,
Sept. 2 2 . H e then literally
walked out o n us.
W e are n o w in communication with Chancellor Kibbee o f
the Board o f higher education,
and are asking him t o take the
initiative proper t o his office in
the " B a r u c h " matter. W e are
earnestly serious in our demands, and will g o t o the
Courts t o force a n y "taxpayer employee" t o serve the
interest o f his or her employers
.with the^pTOper^fegaroTr
W e must work t o g e t h e ^ ^
N O W t o build a n d ^ e e t g S a
student run Student U n i o n , or
it will b e t o o late! Support
your fellow and sister students.

s best t0 see a

>*<

f s

¥tfcrrft##fe joy ©f thewindow
1 the sort<Sn your
*+ lf%#»l^>newiT^6C<»rber-Oro*5^
v ^ i c ^ . < A l s 6 i f i ^ & i M ^ in sportycoupes
roadsters.) .
if yotsr fcvorife shoestore doesrft
them, peel out! - -

Add these words to your basic vocabulary
now, whether or not'you're planning a trip
to Mexico soon.
SJRANISH

chocho
gargarizando
sacamuelas
bulla
manteca
pantufla

?V.E?
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Hearty Heroes
Tasty Salads
Crispy French Fries

ENGLISH
childish old man
gargling
quack dentist
soft coal
lard
bedroom slipper

Here at Jose Cuervo, w e believe
an informed consumer is an
informed consumer.
^

And more surprises still to come
r
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perfectly level.
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Style fs Her Long Suit And Manchester Knows
By Larry Warshawski

Melissa Manchester brought
her act to Hempstead last week
and gave notice by her performance that she may be on the
verge o f becoming one of America's reigning musical superstars.
The 23-year-old Melissa has
gained prominence, within the
- past year with her gold album
entitled MELISSA; featuring the
million-selling "Midnite Blue,"
but she has been perfecting her
act for nearly ten years,, since her
days a| Performing Arts High
School. -

."-••••'

rapport with her audience. She
sings to a crowd as if she were
singing personally to each individual there.
There is no mistaking the feeling when an artist can relate well
to an audience. You can fed this
in every song Melissa Manchester
sings. N o doubt the acoustics of
Calderone Concert Hall
in
Hempstead were helpful in contributing to this rappprt__The
auditorium has recently been
converted from a movie hosue t o
a music threatre and is constructed in such a way as to. allow the
music t o echo clearly tHrough
every corner of the building. But

Melissa's act is pure show biz
from hex appearance o n stage in
black pasts and pmple t<^ wtrh
spangles to the bounce in her hips
while doing songs such as "Party
Music" (also from the MELISSA
album). AH night long she alternated between piano and microphone, doing a varunce o f songs
off o f her first three albums and
from an album forthcoming.
As of late, there has been great
Promising a pptpuri i of old and discussion and controversy over
new to her audience, this is exac- the question of how much-movie
tly what she delivered.
and television violence influences
F h ^ ^ n i d ^ foremost*" Melissa violent acts that are committed in
Manchester is a stylist. It is not real life. With the wave of violenwhat she says in her songs that ce that has swept this nation since
reaches you, it's how she says it. the early sixties, many would be
She admits in one song, "Funny censors claim that this violence is
That Way," that she lacks the caused as a result of the violence
soul and lyrical power of two of .shown in the television and
her musical idols, Joni Mitchell movies. This does not explain
and Laura Nyro, both of whom why in the thirties, forties and fifhad an. influence on Menssa's , ties, when American audiences
ambtition to pursue a musical watched numerous violent movies
career. She seems content to starring such superstars as James
create her own style, which com- '-Cagney, Humphrey Bogart, John
bines the bounce of Bette Midler Wayne and Errol Flynn, those
wkh the blues of Bilhe Holiday. stars, and there movies did not
On tins night, her contentment 'cause the amount of violence-wer
;havetoday.
. •-...,-r carried over the audience.
I am positive that a decent perThe immediate effect • of
Melissa from her opening song son wiB not become a violent
"Too Many People" throughout psycopatb. from -watching too
the evening was to create an easy many episodes of "Kojak", or

the main source of closeness
came from Melissa herself. More
than anything else, she is a performer.
Melissa sings a personal type of
lyric. There is sensual appeal in
the style of songs such as "Easy"
and "I Don't Want To Hear
Anymore," into which she puts a
lot of herself. Unfortunately, the
most meaningful bf-her lyrics and
the most self-describing appeal ed
in songs that weren't included on
this program. In "Home to Myself" and "Funny That Way"
Melissa comes closest to descriv
bing her own particular lifestyle.
Style, she tells us in the latter

song, is her long suit. For the
remaining songs that she did sing,
this was clearly in evidence. Message songs belong to girls like
Melanie and Janis Ian. Melissa is
content to put a song across to an
audience. That is the style she
has Created from her own talent,
and on this basis will she be
accepted.
Style in her lyrics is often dependent upon sex appeal. In
"Easy," Melissa comes across as
a girl knowing the answer to aH
the question before they are
asked. Calling herself "the queen
of the open door," she makes it
plain that one of her greatest

Violence On the Screen

T H E COMBUSTA1TON S P E L L S S U C C E S S
ronment. Fowler has written all
the songs but one. You can sense
that he would love to escape from
the city environment but the city
life holds him down. The only
freedom he feels occurs when he is
with a eirl who can take his.mind
ott the drudgery of day-to-day life.
In "Our Lives," he lives in the
country, while the girl he's seeing
lives in the city. He compares his
life in the outdoors to the entrapment she must feel with her "curtains closed to the noise and the
ghetto." ThehMives are completely
apart from one another, he among
the mountains, and she riding the
subway. The group based itself in
the East Village, and as shown in
their music, the feeling they get
from New York is not pleasant.
^LuUabye on New York" is the

By Lanry Warshawski

SECOND STEP
by Aztec Two Step
Over the past few years, a group
known as the Aztec Two Step,
have been making a name for itself
in the upper New York State area.
They have done so with a pattern
of folk-rock music that is easy on
the ears. Rex Fowler and Neal
Shuhnan make up the group
combines strong lyrics with soft
pleasant melodies.
"Second Step" is their latest
effort. It has been in the making
for three years, and die product is.
an album of exceptional quality. It
leaves the listener experiencing a
strong feeling of what it is like
being trapped in an urbanrenvi-

most piercing lyric on the album.
Portrayed in this song»is how life is
a milieu of pushers, where prostitution is everywhere, and the
police look the other way. "If you
value your life carry a gun and a
knife and a fork."
Having lived so close to the city,
Aztec Two Step gives us many
lyrics that symbolize escape. In
"Humpty Dumpty," they tell us
that after examining his situation
and finding it intolerable,
"Humpty Dumpty" may have
jumped off the wall rather than
have fallen. Not all the escape
advocated by Aztec Two Step is as
grizly as this.
Happier songs such as "Comos
Lady," and "Walking on Air,"
conclude that love is the answer to
loneliness.
"Comos
Lady"

provides the listener with a rush of
good feelings. "And once in a
while when I am flying, it feels like
I'm in my easy chair, without a
care, if she is there flying with
me.
+• Each song on the "Second Step"
has an easy beat, whether it is a
soft tune Kke "Our Loves,'* or a
fast, jumpy song like "Move Up
To Love." What we have in the
music of Aztec Two Step is heavy
lyrics modified by soft sounds,
which is a-combination which
usually spells success.
If they can reach the pinnacle of
the music business, it won't be a
success of the overnight variety.
The duo have been creating music
together for five years. They met
while working independently in
the JBoston area.- Almost imme-

T h e Advertising Society

(ADS)
October

diately, they perceived that they
could combine their material to
come out with a cohesive sound.
Their first gig together was at the
Unicorn, hi Ithaca, New York,
where they set the house attendance record. The Unicorn has also
been a stepping stone for such
talents as Bob Dylan, Joan Baez,
and Jesse Colin Young, to name a
few. It was there that the urban
background of Shulman and the
soft country sounds of,Fowler were
combined. Second Step, is the
follow-up album to their initial
offering "Aztec Two Step// In it
the.two musicians establish their
sound with each song. Aztec Two
Step is that magic combination of
extraordinary musicians whose total is more than the sum of its
^
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Available
Will <fo your term
papers, resumes,
letters, reports, &c.
Fast, Neat, Accu-j
rate. Fine results.;
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By Richard Warren

from seeing too many Clint Eastwood movies. The reason for the
great increase in violence is not
because of the violence people see
in pieces of entertainment, but: ih-^
stead is because of the decrease in
punishment for violent crimes.
There used to be a time when
persons accused of crimes were
treated unfairly, and an innocent
person could spend years in
prison. Today, quite the opposite
is true. A person accused of a
violent<crime is released on bail
and commits more crimes. Or if a
murderer is convicted and is sentenced to life imprisonment, he
usually gets out on parole after *>
. years, therefore^ getting an jxpportunity to comniit another niur*'
der„* There used to be a death
penalty for murderers, which accomplished two things, prevented
the murderer from murdering
again and discouraged other

would be murderers. Since the
abolishment of the death penalty,
murder has gone up over.
lOOTfr ^Violent movies and TV
shows are not the cause for the
great increase in violence. A
"justice" system which assures
the criminal he probably will not
face any substantial punishment,
and maybe not any punishment at all, » - ^
~~:
I do not suggest we return to a
system in which the rights o f a
person accused of a crime areahnost non-existant; but I fed it is
very possible to have a system in
which the rights of an individual
are upheld yet at the same time
people found g^inty of commuting
crime, gejL ,the J>imishj
their-crimes. A murderer has a
right to a fair trial, but if he is
proven guilty^ then he no longer
has any rights.

needs is to be wanted. In " i Q
Don't Want To Hear Anymore," ©
a blues song denVered in the tra- 2 '
dition fo Bilhe Holiday, she an- ^
pears as softly vulnerable.
->
"Midiiite Brae*? is an appeal^*
from someone who needs more ^S
than anything else to make it *?
"one more time for all of the old
times." AH three songs have one
thing in common. The .allure
from all three comes out of a fear
of failure, with which many people can relate.
There was a comfortable cohesion between Mefissa Manchester
and her backup band. Cooker Lo
Presti on bass* David Wolfert on
acoustic and electric guitar, Stanley Schwartz on keyboards,
woodwinds and horns and Kirk
Bruner on drams seemed to blend
into the impression of togetherness with her audience that Melissa and it made for a comfortable
sound, especially dining the numbers that concentrated on a vibrant reaction.
It has been an eventful six
months in the career of Mefissa
Manchester^ TEnriiEg* th^t time,
she has gone from the verge of
recognition to a known quantity
in the music field. She is now less
dependent upon the styles of others than at any time during the
past. She began as an accompanist to Bette Midler from whom
she picked up much of her
charm. A t present, she is more
comfortable with her own style
and this confidence rubbed off
on the andjence in Hempstead. In
an erav of female vocalists sucn. as
Jama Ian, JouMfecneil, Mdaaae,
Buffy St. Marie, Kit* Cootidge
she is on her way to placing her
name near the top o f that list,
with her own style. That, after all
is what matters most to her.

oonttfMMcf on |

B A Y CITY W H A T ?
By Karen L. Kahn
You probably may not have Little Love." This song reminds
heard about the British group me of Patty Duke's hit single,
which is supposedly sweeping the "Please~Don't Just Stand There."
U.S.A. The group, the Bay City If you don't remember it, don't
Rollers, is comparable to the feel bad, because it was the onlyMonkees in the respect^that it was record she made.
formed by a mar^tb; star in a
In this country, they released
television series
Kher words, another song, "SaturdayNight,''
the group is a
hict of pro- which *teache>-^iis~~how ro^ spell
motion.
Saturday. This^song is b^ttefxthan,
Musically, they are a ^ o s s be- the other in that it moves.
The group itself is comprised of
tween the Hudson Brothers, and
5 Scots, aged from 18 to 27. The
the Osmond Brothers. H
de Les McKeown,
you might ask, caiPfhey be
popular in Britain? Exposure! Derek Lohgmuir, Eric Faulkner,
Their series, "Shang a Lang," Stuart Wood (Woody) and Alan
had the same effect on Britain as Longmuir, all of which have the
same hair style. This style is prevthe Monkees did on America.
The BCR's are originally ,froin alent in, pre-teenage females in
EcUnburgh,. Scotland, whibh ac- Britain taking oyer where the
counts forNtheir outfits. Each McCartney cut left off.
Walking down Prince Street,
BCR wears baggy pants and short
sleeve shirts which are trimmed (the main street in Edinburgh) you
with tartan, the Scottish equiva- pass numerous pre-teens with Bay
City Rollers plastered all over
lent of plaid.
In Britain, the Rollermania of even on their shoes! The BCR
the '70's compared with the shirts out-number the Osmonds or
Beatlemania of the 1960's. Once Kojak shirts.
again the fans are screaming and
If you were to visit a twelve year
hysterical.
The
differences
old
girl anywhere in Great Britain,
though, are numerous. The most
the
first thing you- would notice
obvious difference is the difference in the fans. The Beatles when entering her room is, five
attracted males as^wdl as females very large posters of each of the
between the ages o f 13 and 20.. Rollers. It seems as though Britain
fans tend to be mainly has not progressed.
The only thing is to sit and wait.
female, "between the ages of 11
and 15. Also, artpther difference Perhaps, there is hope for the
between the two is that the Beatles BCRs. In Britain the emphasis is
wrote'their own songs, whereas- more on image and promotion
and the music is gimmicky. If the
the BCR's have not.
During the past summer in, BCRs want to survive in this
Britain, the BCR's had a number country, they will have to improve
one hit for 3 weeks called "Ohre a musically .'Anything is possible.
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' t Work
United AfiUstsfz- prospects as well as a harrowing
ROLLERBALL;
action filled motion picture simProdueoe^ arid
man • • JeyrisorL Screenplay
by ply collapses under the weight of
IVilliaml ^ ^ / i y ^ \p!fin^pr o / its individual parts and is not very
Photography, Douglas Slocombe. j m i c h more interesting, tough as
Production Designer, John Box. repulsive, as the sports of today it
Starring: James J^aep^ JQfu} means to condemn.
Rollerball is played in a banked
Hoidseman, John BectfaVid Moses
Guntu Running Time:
minutes. circular ring. Participants are
padded and helmited and either
MPAJL^atingr'^R^.
on skates or motorcycles-. A comThis latest opus
Norman puter fires a ball, similar in size
Jewison (".In
He
the and wight to a shotput, into a
Night", "Fiddli On the Roof", groove around the-perimeter of
"Jesus Christ, uperstar") is a the ring la much the same manner
futuristic look
as on a roulette wheel. The object
the sti
_
the
world and
is to field the ball, pass it on to a
on of man. team-mate who must hold it up
It is supj
50 years hence' take place 40 to for .one lap of the ring and then
d the title of the drop-^rt -tnto-a-magnetized goal..
—film-is the-story^s-main-eoneerni-a
brutal contact sport in which the The game is divided into timed corporate type has long since change the rules as the" games disoriented.^ All ^'-' of '•';.•.• the
winning team usually obtains its periods and there are certain fouls gone. Politicians have been progress t o see that he does background is worked' into the
title by killing, maiming or other- and substitutions are'allowed. replaced
by
an
executive leave—feet first.' Be the semi- screenplay awkwardly and in a
wise debilitating their opponents. The fould, though, are minimal management class and everything finals .there are no fouls and style bordering on that of a
This, is an interesting concept for and just about anything goes is under the control of six major limited substitutions. By the teacher recapping a lesson. Iff we
a film and it is beautifully from knocking your opponent off corporations: energy, luxury, finals there are no fould, no sub-^ add
Jewison's'deliberate attempt
executed - by production designer his cycle to smashing in his face transportation, 1 housing, food stftutions and no time limit and to mix
futuristic arcMtecture,
John Box and costume designer with the studded gloves all players and communications. People the resulting mayhem brings back
dress and so on with modern it
Julie Harris, but the concept wear,.;;.
^
work a three day week arid rememberances of the cellesium -only adds to the disorientation.
remains unfulfilled,. the characRollerball is played weekly. everyone watches the games on scenes o f films like "Quo Vadis".
Had the direction been firm,
ters . ambiguous,
the
in- Each team has its colors and is the multivision, a large version of
Everything
about
.the
original
cohesive
and evenly flowing
terrelationships (both man to man represented or sponsored by a the television' with several ad- concept for the film sounds apthings might have straightened
and man to society) unsound. As corporation. There is: no such ditional smaller screens above the pealing.
Social
-<X3tnrnentary,
out, but it's not and they'don't.
a result^ what couldL have been .a thong „a& uKirviduaJt coiintriffs and 4argerone^ - — * ----•' - -political ideas, rebeUiotti-_ con- Jewiso^r^randiers from scene t o
strong, indictment ioi. otzr^futurc war of the Viet Nam type and the
James Caan plays the "world demnation- o f sport brutality all scene with no continuity. One enhero of the sport- He is a man "with a quasi-science-ftction back- ds .- and suddenly " we
are
who has lasted longer then any drop. But nothing seems to work somewhere else and another is
other—10 years—and the cor- and the fault lies with Harrison's Ijeginntng. Many have no place in
porate executives want him out screenplay and Jewison's direc- furthering the story and are either
since current credo emphasizes tion. For openers, the film begins awkward or so low keyed as to be
the whole, not the unit. The film with the quater play-offs with no uninteresting.
involves the last three games of explanation as detailed as what
The result is that ROLLERthe playoffs and because Caan you've read above so our
oonOiMMdon
nfcw
refuses to leave, the executives time/space frame of reference is

Thornton Wilder's
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Come and b e part of
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SILVER SCREEN
The Duchess and •'
By Steven Kohn
ROYAL FLASH. i?0th Century
Fox.) Produced by David V.
Picker and Denis O'Dell. Directed by Richard Lester. Screenplay/based
on his novel, by
George Macdonald Fraser. Production
Designer,
Terence Marsh, Director of Phography,
Geoffrey
Unsworth.
Starring: Malcolm
McDowell,
Alan Bates, Florinda
Bolkan,
Oliver Reed and Britt Ekland.
Running
Time:' 105 minutes.
Richard Lester has been, for
some time now, one of those
directors floating in a limbo of
mostly unsuccessful motion pictures. Not since he directed the
Beatles in "A Hard Days Night"
and "Help" has he made a motion picture with a genuine appeal and a throughly carefree
comedic style. While " A Funny
Thing Happend On the Way to
the Forum" had its moments, it
lacked warmth and, thus, did not
have anywhere near the appeal of
the Broadway production. "Petulia" was an interesting if also
unsuccessful motion picture and
"The Three Musketeers" and
"The Four Musketejers" was
heavy handed and boring in its
myriad variations on a single
theme. "Juggernaut" which is
perhaps Lester's least self-conscious ^4ilm had excitement but
lackecrrontent. One has always
had the feeling that in the hands
of another director the films
would have been better.
Arid now along comes ROYAL
FLASH and h; is with surprise
and pleasure that I must admit
that it is Lester's most *«iccesful
niotion picture to date. It is care-.
free, funny, exciting, unabashedly corny at times, beautifully
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mounted and spectacularly visual, endearing and undoubtedly a
total
entertainment.Everything
about ROYAL FLASH is excellent, from George Macdonald
Fraser's screenplay to the wonderful ensemble acting.
In the 1960*5 in London, there
surfaced the "Flashman Papers".
Supposedly the legitimate memoirs of Captain Harry Paget
Flashman of Her Majesty's 11th
Hussars, they excited scholars
and were called by one ". . . the
most important discovery since
the Boswell papers . . . " To the
chagrin of most the\ work turned
out to be pure ficti<M- Since then
six novels have been written and
it 4s on these novels that the film
^ROYAL FLASH is based.
Captain Harry Paget Flashman
is a rogue for all seasons. He is a
woman chaser, he cheats at
cards, he's been decorated a hero
when he is really a coward and
he's one of the most thoroughly
likeable characters in modern fiction (though the action occurs,
roughly, during the reign of
Ludwig of Bavaria). Flashman is
part Alex (from " A Clockwork
Orange")* part Barry Lynden
and part Dennis the Menace.
Flashman is played to the hilt
by the incomparable Malcolm
McDowell. You may remember
McDowell for his frightening
performances in Lindsay Anderson's "IT' and € «0, Lucky Man"
or Stanley Kubrick's " A Clockwork^ Orange". He's an actor
who grows with each role and he
easily conveys the reality of whatever situation he happens to be
in. McDowell, has an engratiating
smile and an undefinable way of
making an audience like him,
even when he is playing the most
despicable of characters.
It is his fooling around with

ogue

the ladies and his unalterable fear
of death that get Flashman into a
•plethora of riotous situations. At
=the very outset he steps o n the
toes of Otto von Bismarck's ego
by making off with Bismarck's
dater~the beautiful actress and
courtesan Lola Montez (the equally
beautiful
Florinda
Bolkan). Through a series of riotous situations Lola is forced to
leave the .jcountry and flees to
Bavaria, Flashman is kidnapped
by Bismarck and befriended by
his henchman Rudi von Sternberg (Alan Bates) then forced to
marry the Duchess Irma (Britt
Ekland) in the guise of a royal
prince. Flashman is kidnapped
and rekddnapped, threatened with
death and rethreatened as plot
.gives to counterplot which gives
way to subplot.
Everything is handled with just
the right amount o f absurd abandon. The hilarious story is carried
off with great panache by this
handsome and talented group.
But perhaps the film can attribute
a great deal of its success to its
comedic style which is a glorious
hodge-podge of just about every
trick in the book from the totally
unexpected humor that catches
you off guard, to the absurd, to
the kinetic a la Heystone kops, to
the one Oners as Mel Brooks uses
them to the absolute corny. There
is, for example, Lola's habit of
keeping a hairbrush handy during
liasons or von Starnberg's invention of "Hungarian Roulette",
the dueling sequences the chases
and the sudden defrosting of the
cold Duchess after a blissful wedding eve.
I can think of no film of recent
vintage that has so successfully
V achieved a ' sense of care-free
comedic abandon. Topped with,
the most exquisite of settings, a ?

a
super talented cast and a director
who knew exactly what he
wanted ROYAL FLASH comes
across as a perfect entertainment.
If ever Mr. Lester were going to
make another two part film, this
is it. Keep it coming please, it
could become as habit-forming
and ingratiating as "Upstairs,
Downstairs."

woman moves in with her
daughter, her daughter's lover
and her lover.
The entire film is all talk and
no action as each character
weaves into and out of the lives
of the others. Politics, sex, morality, philosophy, moral terpitude
are the themes, but CONVERSATION PIECE is simply a
brautifully filmed lecture.
Things got a bit better with the
Film Festival
showing of Louis Malle's haunting BLACK MOON. Mr. Malle
The 13th Annual Lincoln Cen- last gave us the much touted
ter Film Festival got off to a poor LACOMBE, LUCIEN. in Black
start (9/26) with a showing of Moon Malle has' completely
Luchino Visconti's "Gruppo di switched gears. His new work is- a
Famiglia in un Interno" (Conver- futuristic parable of sorts that
sation Piece"). Visconti, who is almost defied analysis.
one of the leading directors of the
Filmed with exquisite beauty
Italian cinema has previously by Ingmar Bergman's main cinemade such impressive contribu- matographer _. Sven
Nyqist,
tions as "Rocco and His Bro- BLACK MOON has an absolute
thers", "The Damned" and minimum of dialogue. The time
Death in Venice".
is the future and men and women
Visconti's work.has always had are liteerally at war with each
an eerie and powerful drive. Tur- other. A young girl who is fleeing
bulent human emotions ^ sur- from the waring factions stumrounded by a framework of some bles on a farmhouse. Most of the
of the most effective direction action occurs here. She meets an
and lush visuafxeffects have been elderly woman who spends all her
his trademark. While none of the time in bed talking to animals
latter has been sacrificed in (who talk back) and talking on a
CONVERSATION PIECE, it wireless and her sonand daughter
remains a stagnant and, frankly, who talk not at all. Everybody
communicates with grunts or
boring work.
With very little physical action groans or by telepathy. Nothing
Visconti tells the "story of an A- is as it should be and everything
merican professor living in pre- is very Alicc-In-Wondertandish.
BLACK MOON needs more
sent day Rome in a rather impressive house. The house reeks of analysis, possibly, but not until it
faded glory and the professor is is released commercially (if a disin fir surroundings to match his tributor is found). Let it suffice
reserved and reactionary ways. to say that the film is glorious to
Burt Lancaster is the professor watch and if not understood, it
who is visited by an enciting and makes no difference. Take it at
flamboyant Sib/ana Mangano face value: as a futuristic retelling
wfeo wishes to rent the upstairs of the Alice in Wonderland story.
floor. Lancaster, against his bet-" And by the way . . . the talking
beautiful.
ter judgment,, agrees and the. ;lWBWf"^-''--;4i:-::
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demonstrations occurred; until two issues of TICKER demanded it.
Unfortunately, this step is only an effort on the part of the
administration to show us its co-operation. It is far too little, but not
too late. We have reprinted our other demands is this issue. We hope
the administration will take note.
f
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THE STUDENT CENTER
We have been asked by the Day Session Student Assembly to
announce that the Student Center of Baruch College will remain open
until 8 pm every evening. They have been given permission to hold
DSSG meetings until that hour, and since every student is an ex-officio
member, they consider this an invitation to all students to stay in the
building until that time.

Z'M SORRY, MR.
CHAIRMAN. OURPOSmON
t$ ftRM. THBCOMM/TTBB
HAS ALL THB^BV/PBNCB IT
NBBPS TO CONDUCT/7S
INQUIRY.

The Editor-in-Chief of TICKER would like the Baruch College .community to take note of the following: the following two letters, the first
of which, written by Mrs. Linda Friedman, and the second, written by
her brother-in-lav,, M r . Isaac Friedman were delivered to the Editor
personally on Oct- 2nd, by Mr. Friedman during A Student Government meeting.
l _ A t that time, the Editor made note of the fact that the letters were, in
iTsense, a criticism of what they had thought the Editorial policies of
the TICKER to be. Since this matter involves the entire Editorial Board
of the TICKER, I felt it necessary to comment on each of the letters.

ARB Y0b'CRAZY?!
ALL THB BV/PBNCB
MB NBBP?! YOU CALL THQSB
TRANSCRIPTS BWPBNCB,ST. CLAJR?!
J4//TH ML TUB BPmN6j THB
APPfWNSJ THB INAUPt&BS,

THBMlSm&WTlQNs!
^Pt&m'SHAKY

SPECIAL
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Computer Society annouces: Jobs, trips, turoring plus special
events for ComputerLand statistics majors as well as any other interested
person, find out^more (including a trip this Thursday during club hours)
at the Computer Center on the 3rd floor of the 26th Street Center. See
youthen!!!
^
The Ski Club is looking for new members. Come to room 301C in the
Student Center during club hours, or leave your name, address and
phone number in Box'942 in the 26th Street Center.

REWARD DEADLINE
The reward offered last issue concerning photographs of a Dean of
In our first issue of this semester, there appeared a letter explaining, Students
expires tomorrow at 12 noon.
among other things, the fact that Dr. Clyde Wingfield and Dean Senour
has severed our relationship with Yeshiva University. Y.U. had been
ON THE VITAL ISSUE
sending us trained groups of workers and interns to- work with the 212
We still have not received answers to the questions that were raised in
community out-reach program. In an effort to discredit Morty Mintz our first issue of the term. We still demand those answers and we
and 212 workshop, the college cut off Y.U. without even informing demand the return of our student center, we demand the removal of Dr.
them.
Roy R,. Senour, Jr. as the Dean of Students, we demand the
Because of several factors, including the recent issues of TICKER, re-instatement of Morty Mintz and Ron Bruse, as well as many others.
the President has recently asked Y.U. to come back and re-establish We demand that Dr. Senour open his account ledgers for the student
their relationship. We are pleased to find that the administration agrees center to the public. W^e want to know just how much mismanagement
with us in our demands concerning the need for a professional of student funds have occurred!!!!! We demand all of these items and
environment in 212. It's too bad that they waited until three student we will not rest until-they are met!!!!!
W*
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PRESIDENT CHANGES HIS MIND

n

MR. CHAIRMAN, X
ASSl/RB YOU THBRB ARB NO
PtSCRBRANCIES OF ANY RBAL
CONSBQUBNCB BBTWBBN THB
TAPBS ANP THB TRANSCRIPTS
\ ^ * w THAT MS...
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TICKER DEADLINES
ADS
Must be submitted by Wednesday Morning
of the week proceeding publication
' MR, UAR,
PAN750N
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To the Editor-in-Chief, TICKER:
Dear Richard,
This to formally inform you, and your readers, of my resignation
from the position of Managing Editor of TICKER, as per my verbal
notice to you on Friday, September 26, 1975. I am sure you know the
gratificationI drew from working on the paper, even for the short
amount of time that I was associated with it. Also, please note that as I
have neither accepted, nor. been offered, a position on TICKER as.
Editorial Consultant, I would like my name removed from the staff
box.
Several points raised in recent issues of TICKER desperately need
commenting on. Hopefully, you have received many such comments
from our fellow students, and will still receive many more.
First of all, and most important, it is my opinion that TICKER has
devoted far too mucy effort (proportionally) to Student Center issues,
and not enough t o the school-wide issue of pay-tuition. Now, I a m one
of those students who does use the Student Center and I d o care about
what happens to it- But conversations with some of my friends here at
school have convinced me that I (and you, and DSSG, and the ping
pong players, and. . .) a m in the minority. If TICKER h a d only devoted
as much time and space to the CUNY budget crisis and impending paytuition, the paper would have been bigger, better, and truly devoted to
the needs of the entire Baruch population. Again, this is not to belittle
the many crises occurring in the Student Center, but tofemind you that
if pay-tuition is effected in the Spring,~or in the Fall, there will be fewer
people- around who care about the Student Center, and more working
students who have no time for extracurricular activities. I think Mark
Rohrlich's viewpoint, expressed in his letter to the Editor of the September 30th issue, was one of the most intelligent and realistic put forward.
Secondly, I am also one of the students who believes that Dean of
Students Roy R. Senour J r . ' s administration has been, at best, totally
ineffective insofar as encouraging studeiitinterejstin the Student. Centex,
and extracurricular activities, and^in being a Dean of Students for
students. Every step of the way it has seemed to me that his position
was one against the students. However, his obvious ineffectiveness and
any evidence of racial bigotry are the only grounds on which the campaign being launched against him should be based. Any homosexuality,
implicit or explicit, in manner or in actions, real or imagined, is totally
irrelevant. How many students, feigning, or expressing sincere liberal
opinions, have come forward in defense of "gay rights"? If Dr. Senour
had been a competent administrator these past few years, would
TICKER attempt t o slander him personally in this way? The "yellow
journalism'' tactics employed are compounded by the reality that no
evidence_as to the Dean's sex life is actually known to the students.
And, indeed, whose business is it? Remember, the purpose oi oiu
judicial system's protection of an individual's innocence until he is
proved guilty is t o insure that the individual's reputation, career and
personal relationships are not rjermanently^destroyed by a false
accusation. Correspondingly, the purpose of a newspaper is to gather
facts from reliable sources and to make certain that every printed word
has some evidence supporting it.
Richard, I am sure that you will accept these criticisms in the spirit of
friendship with which they are given, just as you have put up with all
the other suggestions given in the course of my "managing the Editor".

Linda Friedman

Must be submitted by Wednesday afternoon
of the week proceeding publication

for Next

October 1, 1975

Your friend,

PHOTOS & ARTICLES
Deadline

We the members of the 212 Acting Executive Committee wish it to be
known that Mark Rohrlich is not a member of the 212 Executive Committee or the Presidential Cabinet, nor is he associated with 212 in any
way, shape or form. Any statetment to the contrary is a misrepresentation. Furthermore 212 does not condone the placing of the ad offering a $100 reward in last week's issue of Ticker.
-
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TICKER SPONSORS ANTI-TUITION RALL Y
This Thursday, the TICKER is sponsoring a rally to deal with the
proposed budget backs and the imposition of tuition at the City
University. This matter concerns all students, and we sincerely hope you
will be able to attend.

TICKER VOTER DRIVE
Elections are coming up very shortly. Since the budget crisis and the
various other difficulties CUNY is facing are^artly political i n nature,
we urge all students to register to vote today, before it's too late, and to
vote for those candidates who support free tuition and open admissions
for the City University.

BEJX9G
Acting Executive Committee
of the 212 Community

air night student rally
Tomorrow night, Wednesday, several student organizations, including the Health Sciences Society and the Baruch^Anti-imperialist League,
along with DSSG members, are sponsoring anTall night rally/party in
the Oak Lounge. This rally will protest the early closing of the Student
Center. We strongly advise all students who care about their school t o |
attend. Bring your own blankets. The TICKER will supply the music.

STUDENT RETRACTS LETTER
In our last issue, a student by the name of Mark Rohrlich, wrote a
"Letter to the Editor" which we printed. In it, he made certain
.allegations pertaining to the DSSG and to various other organizations
and individuals which were totally false. He has asked us to print a
retraction, as well as an apology to all persons concerned.

t.

(Concerning the previous letter)
Linda Friedman has stated, "please note that I have neither accepted, nor been offered, a position onTICKER as Editorial Consultant, I would like my name removed from the staff boxT" Before the
first issue of TICKER came out this term, Mrs. Friedman had hopes o f
becoming Editor-in-Chief of the Baruch's new student newspaper, the
SENTRY. Not wanting to alienate Mrs. Friedman from this paper, I
decided to appoint her Editorial Consultant. Her only comment to me
concerning this title was that she did not want it, but instead, wanted
her old job back, as Managing Editor. I informed Ms. Friedman that
she had- been doing no work, even after h e r reinstatement, and that I
was considering a new Managing Editor ^Phich was true, since I had no
way of ' mowing that she wanted her job back untfl she told me, after
the tenn *iad already started).
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At the time of this latter conversation, her name had already been^
removed as Managing Editor. Not knowing wether or not she wanted
to remain with the paper in some less time consuming capacity, I "invented" a title for her. I thought I was doing her a service. The request
concerning the removal of her name from the staff box altogether was totally unnecessary; it had already been done in the present issue.
Mrs. Friedman stated that she agreed with Mark Rohrlich's Letter ot
the Editor" which appeared last week. Does Mrs. Friedman know that
Mrk Rohrlich has since submitted a complete retraction of that letter&
That is only contained opinion and not fact? That members of Student
Government as well as other student groups had theatened to press a
law suit against him for unjustified slander? Does Linda Friedman
agree with these lihalous statements?
Mrs- Friedman, as did many others, questioned TICKER'S editorial
policy concerning homsexuality. Doesn't she remember all of the time I
had laid money out of my own pocket, as President of The Health
Sciences Society, so that lectures from various homosexual liberation
groups could join us to re-educate the Baruch population*
Doesn't she remember my articles in recent years calling for the
removal of
antiquated
stattutes from
the law
books&
Perhaps not! I feel,, and I have told this to members of my staff, that
what a person does o n his own time is none of our business. We do not
want Dr. Senour^-removal because of anything^he may d o in bed, but
because-of the things he has done on the job, i.e., mismanagement of
student funds, etc. .
~- My editorials and the news articles of my staff have reflected these
things. W h e n I became Editor at the end of last term, I swore to make
TICKER the student voice of Baruch. I have tried to keep-this policy
since. If a student wants tc^wfite^a letter saying the Dean is a hero, I'll
print it. If a student w a n t / t o say hVs a bum, I'll print that too. I have
never denied any student .tiand Mrs. Kri^niaa > knows this well) a voice
in this newspaper. I never will. People must understand that when
people say, "but I read it in T I C K E R " , they mean just that. They don't
mean I (personally) wrote it. They don't mean any one person wrote it.
They simply mean that it appeared in the TICKER.
-•-_---;
When Mrs. Friedman says .that we have employed "yellow journalism" does she realize that the persons who wrote the letter she
refered to are not journalists, but frustrated outraged students&
mrs. Friedman should try to differentiate between a letter to the Editor
and an Editorial; between a news article and someone's personal
opinion expressed in a column. I must learn the difference between
friendly criticism and a direct attack.
Even though the term "Idealistic" does not appear o n the MCAT
vocabulary word sheet, I feel she should look up its exact meaning.
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By Mari Evans
Talk sense to the people.
Free them with reason.
Free them with honestyFree the people with love and
courage and care for their being.
Spare them the fantasy.
Fantasy enslaves
A slave is enslaved
Can be.enslaved by unwisdom.
Can be enslaved by black
unwisdom.
Can be re-enslaved while in flight
from the enemy."
Can be enslaved by his brother
whom he loves.
His brother whom he trusts
His brother with the loud voice
And the unwisdom. <
Speak the truth to the peopleIt is not necessary to green the
heart
Only to identify the enemy
It is not necessary to blow the
mind
T o identify the enemy is to free
the mind
A free mind has no need to
scream
A free mind is ready for other
things
To build black schools
To build black children
Your friend,
T o build black minds
T o build black love
Richard
T o build black impregnabuity^^
To build a strong••black nation"
P.S.: Linda has already told me that her comments concern TICKER To build
Speak the truth to the people
and are not directed to me personally.
Spare them the opium of devil
hate
They need no honky chants.
Move them instead to a black one*
ness.
To Richard Rodriguez and the BAruch Community:
The past two issue of TICKER have discussed the personal life of the A black strength which will
Dean of Students, Roy R. Senour Jr. I would like to state categorically defend its own
no
cacophany
of
that I advised Richard Rodriguez not to print the article which accused Needing
theJDean of being a sexual deviant and an alcoholic. Having a ruddy screams for activation
complexion and a strange kind of walk does not automatically make A black strength which attacks
one a deviant-boozer. In addition, I do not^think that the ad- the laws
vertisement, offering a $100 reward for photographs of the Dean Exposes the lies disassembles
having sexual relations with male members of his staff, was intelligent structure
or appropriate. In my opinion, Dean Senour should be removed from And ravages the very foundation
office, not ~because of his sexual preferences, but because of his in- of evil.
competence in office, and his total disregard for student input into Speak the truth to the people
decision making. Furthermore, instead of wasting time with such innuendo, TICKER should be dealing with more important issues, such To identify the enemy is to free
as budget cuts, tuition and the confusing bureaucracy of Baruch the mind
Free the mind of the people
College.
Speak to the mind of the people
Speak truth.
Sincerely,
Reprinted from
BLACK SCHOLAR June, 1975
Isaac Friedman
Associate Editor
The Ticker

ROLLER
BALL...

I will not make an extensive comment on this letter because after
talking it over with him, he retracted both the first and the last
paragraph (which does not appear).
Isaac has also informed me that the only reason he wrote the letter is
because he fears administrative repercussions. Fear not, dear Isaac,
even though the Editor rarely sees everything that goes in the paper, he
still hold all of the responsibility for all matter that is printed- Inall
seriousness, I love Isaac very much (gee, the Dean may start a rumor
about me!), and he has been a tremendous help to the paper, while serving the interests of the student body through his seat on student
Government, and through TICKER.
-^ED.
T O T H E EDITOR:
I am a recent Baruch graduate who is outraged at the apparent lack
of respect the President of this college has for its students. The audacity
to walk out on four hundred students on Monday Sept. 22 is an
uparalleled discourtesy.
; .
•
_.
In a collge that purports to be a vehicle for higher education, I have

BBX8E EGNTINOEB AN PAGE TEN

continued
BALL loses almost all of its
potential effect on an audience.
We are so busy trying to keep our
equilibrium from'the overuse of
the pan, the zoom and the crosscut shot that we simply do not
have time to sort out the isolated
incidents and events. One is also
disconcertedby the fact that Mr.
Caan speaks^ in a voice that outdoes the Marlon Brando mumble
of " O n the Waterfront" or " T h e
Godfather".
He
was— quite
literally unntelligible at timesIt
is - unfortunate,
but
ROLLERBALL is not a good
film. With a^more vibrant writer
and under the helm.of a dynamic
director on the order of Stanley
Kubrick it might have been a film
of great import.
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BBXSG
seenmore renri^inn. more stiffing of honest dialogue, and more
outright manipulation than l thought could exist in a City university.
I graduated in time to see the total usurpation of studen authority in
the Student Center, and the destruction of a group work project hat
was in the process of proving/that a humanist philosophy of education
rould work in Baruch even if (the President and the Dean were opposed
to it.
\^
I am appalled at the firing of Morton Mintz, and even more appalled
at the facf that there has yet to be set up an investigatory committee to
insure ful public disclosure of the investigation into Dr. Senour's competence.unprofessionalism, questionable moral character and fitness to
fill the role of the Dean of Students.
Mike Sucher
class of '75

^

I retract the first paragraph of the letter I wrote President Wingfield in
W ^ n ^ e t t l ° n i o f . S e P t e m b e 5 30> ^ 7 5 that appeared on pagf nine £
box nine C. I apologize to the 212 community for offending them The
h o w S L l ^
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Sincerely,

1^2?^

THANKS FOR A GOOD JOB
LOST A N D FOUND
By Hilda Horwath

EBNTINQED

worthy of being spoken to and refused to answer challenges I raised to
his jjress releases.
The question of someone's homosexuality is laughable if it were not
so important to the obvious small minds which abound on the Baruch
Student^Government^rhe various Deans may be incompetent and even
cnmmal but<*arges of homosexuality Oust as heterosexuality) are
irrelevant. One need not scan many pages of history to discover witch
t^?t«
t ^ C t h C < * » « * « * * * ^ your yellow journalism. Contrary to myth homosexuality is not catching, so what are those who
protest so much so afraid of? It does not cease to amaze me and many others I speak to of a lack of
priorities in this situation. On the same day of a CUNY wide rally to
h ^ 1 ^ * * a g a ! f ? t U i t i ° n O U r S t U d e n t Government riots against p i £
baU machines and homosexuality. Truly a Student Center is L e n t i a l m
a college community but many of our brothers and sisters w i U n o T S
here ,f tuition is imposed. One; would hope the same energieTcould b l
utilized on this, the more important issue
cnergiec could oe
h ^ " y ° U r • t o ! s ? U e W a S S ° o n e - s i d e d ^ would be interesting to see
Jiow fr^e your press is. Ts there room for a dissenting opinion?
Sincerely,

Mark Rohrlich
l e t t C T
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Karen Gioscia '76
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^ u e of September

Sincerely,

Dear Madame Gioscia:

Mark Rohrlich

I will not even attempt to question your dubious choice of words
,ua
used m your greeting.
September 29th, 1975

Dear Editor:
As a studentat Baruch I read the recent "sensational" article on the
dispute at the Student Center defies any definition of responsible journalism.
I was present during the demonstration on Thursday and there appears several issues I take exception to. The press did speak to a member of the 212 group. Perhaps it was not the "Lights, Cameras, Action type you may have wanted by they were briefed in the second
floor lounge. The person who spoke t o l h e m , however, felt I was not

fCClS thM y O U r l a s t 1 a r a
t k « r ^ ^ Psych
° ^ ^TITdcourse.
P
^ p h is a poor subS
stitution^fora
If you had read our most recent issue, you would have seen a front
page story on the CUNY budget crisis.
„ JL° U \*V* Presented many erroneous facts. We will not deal with anv
particular comment that you have made. We consider this
toSuTS
counter-productive to the fullfillment of student rights
As to the matter of homosexuality is concerned, you will note that
this was not mentioned as part of the editorial, nor in a n j ^ d w?n i^
ten by our news staff.
You don't know who the enemy is. _

—Ed. Note-

The college's Lost and Found
Department is located in the 24
Street building on the first floor.
Mr: Max Linden, Director of Security, whom I have had the pleasure to converse with, told me the
office hours are from 9 am to 5
pro Monday through Friday except for holidays. If you cannot
get to the office, the phone number is 725-3010. In addition, if
you find any item after 5 pm you
should turn it over to the Building
Grounds Office or any of a number of school guards. They will
only be happy to aid you. Also the
hours for claiming lost articles is
from 9 am to 4 pm twhere a full
and complete description of the
object is necessary for your own
«ood>.
^/^~
As the interview progressed
with'Mr. Linden, I learned that
many people have taken advantage of the Lost and Found. When
articles were found on the street,
strangers have turned them in at
the current office. Not only personal property is found; much of
the school's belongings such as
calculators, projectors and a T.V.
SET.
^¥ou know, people lose the
darndest things. Among such
things ^re rings (one three karat
diamond ring), checkbooks, wallets, books, and so on. Many
items are not claimed. As I
learned, some of the items in teh
department are of sentimental
value as well as money, e.g. there
was a Marine ring lost for one and
half to two years, a fellow from
the evening school came in and
claimed it. Within a few months
again it was lost, only this time by
his girl friend.

You might apply for counseling when
you feel:
I don't know what I want to be.
I have no deep friendships.
I don't like what I am majoring in now but
don't know what to chose.
I wish I had someone to date regularly.
I feel confused and depressed.
I feel lonely and cut off from people.
I freeze on exams.
I'd like to move out on my own but I'm
freightened.
I get along well in groups but I don't do so
well in one-to-one relationships^ „
My mind becomes a blank on dates.
Counseling is voluntary and confidential.
It is providing a situation where you can
talk things javer as you try to arrive at your
own decisions.
Five counseling psychologists are available in the Division of Counseling, 360
Park Avenue South. The offices are on the
17th floor, Room 1735. The telephone
number is 725-4458,9. The office is open
every week-day between 9 a.m. and 5
p.m. and appointments for all students can
be made in person or by calling. The
evening session hours are Tuesday and
Wednesday, 5:00-8:00 p.m.
Please fell free to make an appointment
and talk over any problem you may have
with one of our psychologists. Among the
members of the staff are: Dr. Jack Scharf,
Dr. Vincent Bryan, Dr. Hellen Silverman,
Dr. Ann Hiscox, and Dr. Milton Ehrlich.

p.m., Monday-Thursday, and on Friday,
8:0Oa.'m.-5 p.m. It is located at 315 Park
Avenue South in Room 208. Besides providing instruction, the Workshop also supplies typewritters, magazines, books, and
reference materials. •.
The staff of the workshop all have
obtained a baccalaureate and the majority
of them are working on their graduate
degrees in English, Reading, or related
fields. The tutors are actively involved in
making policy decisions for the Lab. They,
are dedicated, bright, perceptive, ener-~
getic, alert, and flexible. They enjoy coming to work, for it is a satisfying experience. Often the progress that the student
has made becomes quite observable. The
work is very demanding, but in the long
run it is extremely rewarding.
". »e Workshop has a small library which
we would like to expand. As a result of the
budget crisis, the Lab was not allowed to
order materials. A campaign is under way
to solicit used books from faculty members. We are asking for donations of all
types of books so that the selection will be
diverse and able to satisfy students' needs.
The Workshop has been quite instrumental in enabling many students to continue their studies at Baruch. Students have
developed their communications skills to a
level of competency which allowKthem to
be successful in their courses. In adfution,
the student has received support and interest from the staff which has contributed to
the building of a positive self image.

Educators and parents from New York
and surrounding states will have an opportunity'this fall to experience a different
kind of conference. On October 10-11, the
I .ucational Aits Association, in conjunction with Fordham University's School of
Education at Lincoln center, will hold a
two-day "action-oriented" series of eighty
.workshops during their 1975 New YorkNew Jersey Regional Conference at the
Fordham School of Education.
Eminent practitioners will meet with
individuals working with and for children
(pre-school—grade twelve) to share ideas'
on the educational trends that will most
effectively meet today's teaching needs.
Among the faculty - members are: Brian
Way from London, International authority on drama in education; Howard S.
Conant, noted authority on art education;
Manon Souriau, Exejcutive Director jof the
American Dance <§tiild; John Hudson and"
Marion Lindkvist,^who are with the famed
London Sesame^Project on Drama Therapy; game expert from Pennsylvania,
Bernie DeKoven; Shaun McNiff, architect
of new strategies for special education;
and noted composer and teacher, Arthur
Custer.
T h e action conference will focus on
more effective integration of the arts in the
classroom, a variety of alternative approaches to "traditional" modes, ways to
meet the needs of special education, and
some of the hows and whys of open
/-*\.
education. Included in the wide array of
COMPETITIONS
sessions will be: "Development~T4ux>ugh
Drama", "Movement and the Language
A $1500 grand prize will be awarded in
WORKSHOP
Arts", "Humanizing. Education Through the current Poetry Competition sponsored
Creative Experiences", "Your Place in the by the World of Poetry, a monthly newsOnce again, the Department of Compensatory Programs has arranged for a
Bicentennial—Dramatizing
Local His- letter for poets.
tory", Piaget Visualized", "Setting Up a
Poems of all styles and on any subject series of labs and workshops for those
Teacher Resource Center", and "The are eligible to compete for the grand prize" ' students who could use a little extra help in
Learning Community".
or for 49 other cash or merchandise getting through certain courses. All the labs
and workshops listed below are located in
Arrangements have been completed so awards. Second place if $500.
According to contest director, Joseph 315 Park Avenue Souths If you have any
that graduate credit will be optionally
Mellon, "We'are encouraging poetic talent questions about a specific workshop or
available to those attending.
The Educational A^rts Association is of every kind, and expect our contest to you just want general information, you
can call Ms. Marcia Aslrinazi at 725-4444
committed to the belief that more creative produce exciting discoveries."
or
3095. If you think an _in-person \isit
Rules and official entry forms are availand effective learning environments can be
developed for all children and young peo- able by writing to: World of Poetry, 801 would be more helpful, Ms. Aslrinazi is
ple. The October Regional Conference ^Portola Dr., Dept. 211, San Francisco CA located in Room 1240 of 315 Park Avenue
South.
7
gives parents, teachers and specialists the 94127.
Contest closes November 30, 1975.
opportunity to choose from among eight
Math Lab: Room 213 Mon-Thurs. 9-8,
workshop sessions a program which will
FRI, &ti\ For: Math 0104, 2000(54), 2010
help them in helping those whose lives they
(67) and 2100(65)
touch.
WORKSHOP
Detailed information and registration
Economics and Finance Workshop: Room
forms may be obtained from the School of
The Reading-Writing Workshop caters 1237 Mon-Thurs. 9-6, Fri. 9-5. For: Eco.
Education, Fordham University at Lincoln to all students at Baruch College. It offers 1001(101), 1002(102) and Finance 1600(20)
Center; or by phone (212) 956-3780.
the student an opportunity to see the Accounting Workshop: Room 1234 (Note:
relationship between learning and the com- these are tentative hours until further nomunication process and how they fit toge- tice) Mon. 9-7, Tues. 10-7, Wed. 9-8,
ther to assist him in becoming an indepen- Thurs. 9:30-8 and Fri. 9-5. For: AccountPERSONAL A N D CAREER
dent learner. Most often instruction is ing 1101(101) and 1102(102)
COUNSELING
one-to-one; a student meets individually
with
an instructor. It is usually necessary Statistics Workshop: Room 1238 (Note:
Would ypu like to know that counseling
services are available without cost to all for students to make appointments ahead these hours are tentative until further nostudents at Baruch? This includes everyone of time which will be their guarantee that tice) Mon., Tues., and Wed. 1-7, Thurs.
from Freshmen to Graduate students in some one will be available to work with 10-7., Fri. 9-5. For: Statistics 1015(15) and
1515(515) *
Day and Evening. Both individual and him/her at a specific date and time.
group counseling are offered. ,
The Lab is opened from 8:00 a.m.-8:00 Foreign Language Workshop: Room 1235

Mon. to Thurs. 9-6, Fri. 9-5. For: FrenchQ
1001(0**r4002(02)
S '
Spanish 1001(01), 1002(02)
50
German 1001
•
There are tutors available at all these 2
places, at all the times listed above. So if*-§
you need some help in these subjects, O
don't hesitate to go over to 315: P a r k §
Avenue South and get it. It could mean the PS
difference between pass and fail.
r4
CLUBS

Hi!
Let us introduce ourselves! We're Davy
Ng, Jeannie Choy, Weyman Lew, Eddie
chin adn Laura Lee.
Summer's out and school's in, so we
might -as-well make the best of it. For the
next upcoming months, we'll be walkin'
through the solemn halls of Baruch, so
why not get to know some friendly faces to
brighten it up. Our meetings, events, or
the clubroom might just be the place to get
it together.
^
meetings
are
held
on
Thursday!,
during
;
club hours: 12 to 2 j>.m. Events consist of
dances, films, exhibitions, such as oriental"
printings, martial art demonstrations and
speakers.
A little something for everyone!
If your something isn't mentioned, tell
us! And we'll try to pull it,
The clubroom is at the Student Center,
located on 21st Street (between erd and
Lexington), adjacenVto the main building.
It's in Rooms 315-316 and opens from
8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. There'll also be
outside activities such as disco-nites, bowling, theatre-nites, basketball and volleyball
games, picnics, and hopefully this term a
ski trip.
Thursday, Room 103-104, in the 24th
Street Building, from 12 noon to 2 p.m.
Looking forward to meeting you!
* STUDENTS OVER 21 ENJOY
RESUME MEETINGS
RESUME, the new Baruch club, which
nurtures the needs and interests of people
who have returned to. academia after an
extended absence, met this past Thursday
in^heir own meeting room #814, at 46 East
26th Street, at 12:00 Noon.
Some of the topics discussed were Special Events Program for the season, Child
Care Center, Funding to assist members.
The meeting ended with a lively open
discussion. Information regarding a number of important issues relevant to people
returning to shchool after some period of
time was swapped. It .was generally agreed
tha RESUME has a great deal to offer and
the time spent at the meeting was both
profitable and entertaining.
Meetings will be held same^place, same
time every week and all students are welcome to join.

Tuesday October 14th
Tuesday October 14
Wednesday OetobeF 15
Truicsday October 1 $ »
•

.-

All Hearlngs^WBI Be Heft Frorrt2--8 PM
/
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SOCIETY AND MAN
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ihes on

By Bruce Bereck

We are proud of our new sophisresponsible for his own actions,
tication and our newly-fbund po- and to have given no consideration
wers for reason. Through them* we whatever t o any social influence
find that we are able to use new
that might have helped to account
terms to describe already long for it. By this s a m e regard, it is not
existing social conditions. For this entirely proper today that we have
I. For Good or Evil
reason, people today use the word
placed possibly too much empha"good"
in
regard
to
an.
individusis on society's role and h a d '
Man may be entirety evil by his
al's
way
of
living
much
less
in
searched
too deeply for causes o f
nature, or else it is society that
describing
a
single
mode
of
behavviolence. Perhaps, in our minds,
shapes for him those tendencies
that he might display in later life. ior than in the person's relations we have given society too m u c h
In discussing what influences asso- with most of society. We chose to influence over the individual who
we hold t o have committed t h e
ciation and upbringing have on re-phrase it. We say that a person
who
conforms
to
most
social
ideals
offense, and s e e everywhere that
people today, on their ethics and
their moral views, we- permit our- of morality is a "well-adjusted" association might yet b e a t work,
selves to make extensive use of an individual. How often one may guaranteeing that crime will not
entirety new terminology. With have heard that term in a court o f too soon vanish as a grim aspect of
this, we usually emphasise the law when an attorney attempts to urban life. How much responsibishaping of an individual's person*! build a strong case in favor o f a
lity must society bear? Where does
values and outlooks with.a style defendant. A person is "properlyits influence e n d , and a t what
that is particular to our present adjusted" to his surroundings* and
point does individual man become
times. Where once, not very long is not likely to do anything wrong.
a conscious agent responsible* f o r
QEdward J u l i u s . 197S C o l l e g i a * * C*/s
ago, we would easily have defined When one's actions prove that h e his own life? It is n o t merely a
the behavior of any one person in is a danger to society, that he is matter o f adjustment, and o u r
11
0U
Frencn
coin
4* tersfcwtft
society with much mote directness vulgar, aggressive, a reprobate or modern^ concept does n o t provide
12
Bwrt
Lancaster
47 Qwa*1«s ——
than we d o now and observed any even plain rude, w e feel that it is us with all o f the solutions.
role
48 In favor of
1 Scptratlons
person's actions with a more per- correct to refer t o him as "badly
In recent times w e have been 13 fcepett
45 J t » Ifcww's
STtetsfi
adjusted". T o infer that h e is
fect
sense
of
correctness
or
immor14
Despots
able
to conclude that it is associaspecialty
15 labor
"evfl",
we
d
o
ourselves
an
injust21
Iteduce
t
o
a
ality,
our
own
times
with
their
51
U»rtt
o
f
weloht
U Slyttwry
tion from which we derive o u r
standard
52 Tnoaehtful
demaods for more human concern ice; we reveal ourselves t o be slip- values a n d o u r outlooks. It i s
17 Opposft*
24 Spiritual
54 OswaTl^
demand of us that we search out a ping backward into a n old a n d through t h e opinions of those
26 Quick loots
75 Society of factors 56 Flsfclng spear
broader and. * more complete pic- biased style o f thought. These are around u s , w h o effect us most
28 Await decision
20 Mo>«sc*»)t
57 Mest African
25 Pokt
22 Tartis* »»Kiir«
ture to explain cause and result. different times, w e are more con- closely, that w e gain our one insvamlnt
31
Consider
23 Spontsh 4»Ace
58 tern a»rts
Our times are those o f a new scious of t h e influence that society trument for judging t h e correct32
Movie:
Sp.
25 0p«rJ»9
55 Sreek mixing
enlightenment, and they require exerts upon individuals, and their ness o f any action. It is only when
34 Horth American
2€ FBI «Ojent
vessels
not only that we search out new actions, and we recognize that one we become aware that all o f t h e
tree
27 Beefefve State
35 wrestle
terms t o be applied to problems particular person might b e molded values o f society are reflected in
28 ?>r»cit op
36 Reforests
25 Actor Edward
that have always been with us, but by any number o f conditions that many o f t h e things that we d o
rGeological layer
37 Of the High Priest they d o expect of us that we owe it need t o be^considered before there
30 Oatryonic layer
2 «ed«ce to ashes
35 Burst Apart
personally that w e m a y not well
32 HDist-Jns »»cJnnes
t o ourselves t o make a more tho- is any quick decisions on our part.
3
Cuban cigars
40 Connective tissue
33 Fee?i»9
consider
whether the opinions w e
A consequence o f this philosorough examination of t h e c o m
4 " — Got Too
41 Easter hats
35 S r w m d i * bjr
phy is that today we have chosen to arrive at at any o n e time are our
43 Snell and Jazy.e.g- plexjtjes o f social and exclusively
rubbing
Under Hy S* 1 ""
own-. W e find ourselves in life with
46 "Unpopular" food
38 Edible crustacean
5 I t a l i a n painter
urban life while looking for work- place society more squarely in t h e
•47
Pineapple
a set o f values, together with a
42 ttngdo*
6 —-—en-scene
able solutions. It means, basically, picture when w e encounter crime
45 Incan labor draft
43 lactate
7 Railroad cars
concept
o f man's possible good
that an entirely new evaluation be and are. forced t o judge miscon50 East-Indian grass
44 Of a continent:
8 Cu— lilt
53 Quiet please!
conb. f o m
m a d e of the actions of others, such duct. At any other time, it i s likely and probable evil, an outlook that
9 Saying
55 Soak
45 Give it
10 Price
actions as we might term t o b e that we would-have held a person is going to influence a l l o f o u r
"good" or "evil". Only then c a n to have been solely accountable, decisions through all o f our lives.
In society today there is probw e determine t o what extent, if and stopped there.
ably n o issue that has become
Crossword Solution on page 14 any, society can work t o promote
Not long a g o it might not have more vital, n o problem that is in
one or the other.
• wwmwwww •J * P » « * ^ a j ^ f j ' a p mww
been correct to hold one t o be soley
Social Science and a clearer understanding of man have made
way tor an entirely flew interpretation for natural evil.

t

Defores Harrison
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The fever thatwont break:

ashion Designer & Seamstress:

Like most things, tr>e cost of
attending medical school
hasrisensharply
over the last
decade. To many
medical students
that cost repre- ~
se^'s c heavy
burden, a financial
problem that can
affect your concentration.
if needn't be
that way. The
Armed Forces
Hearth Professions
Scholarship Program
was originated to
free yoo from those "
worries. Men CHXJ
- w o r r e n who qualify
wilt have the costs of
their medical education covered, a n d
wiH also receive a
substantial monthly
altowance.
The program offers
more than tuition a n d
salary; it offers you the
opportunitytobegin
your practice under very
favorable conditions. As a health care officer in
the military branch of your choice. vouH find
yourself with responsibilities fully in keeping with
your training, a n d wrth the lime a n d opportunity to
observe a Wl spectrum of rnedfcoJ specloJttes.
When you decide on Ihe specialty you wish to
pursue, you may find yourself taking those
graduate meclcoJ studies at one of our many
large a n d rfodern m e d c a l centers. If so. you c a n
count on thotfcolnlng being second to none.
Both Ihe cfinicoJ a n d research work being done
in them have m a d e Army. Navy a n d Air Force
hospitals a major new national meoical lesource.
trs a long r o a d but the first step is simple. Just
send in the coupon. The details we send you may
make the whole way a Wtte smoother.

>

Fashion Show
n
Dance
At the
Beautiful Jamaica House
!9 W . 57th St., N Y C (12th floor)

Donation: Advance $540

for ticket* dl^d information

<

Atfear$5.50

Call:

JA6-9236

o f t h e best drummers that are
around. Palmer is working o n a n
electronic 4 r a m that will bring
him millions and millions o f dollars. The electronic drum system
can b e heard i n the song "Tocc a t a " which is o n . Brain Salad
Surgery. There is n o doubt that
Keith Emerson is one o f the best
organist. This is n o t t o say that
he plays the organ a s fast as y o u
hear it o n your record. H e uses
what is called a "Digital System"
This i s a system in which Emerson pre-programs his compositions, hen he can play along and
a d d passages t o bis previous materials. This system c a n also b e
heard o k ^ ' T o c c a t a . "
Whether you like classical m u sic o r not, on the L P "Pictures at
an Exhibition" E L P makes it
enjoyable by adding Rock Style
t o file master-piece. Mind y o u
that this L P "Pictures at an Exhib i t i o n " is a l i v e album. The audi-

r

E L P will revolutionize ROCK
'n Roll. The older generation too
enjoys this fantastic group. If
y o u haven't listened to this sensational Rock* 'Group, y o u don't
know what y o u are missing. If
'you haven't heard any pieces
from this group yet v then y o u
know what I'm talking about
when I say, that ELP will eventually b e as well known as the
"Beatles.

f
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Over $3^00,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
teilowsliips ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of these
sources researched and compiled as of September 5, 1975.

I
I

I

Expiration Data
Mofrltenraar

Master C K a r a *
Interbank N o .
Cr*4*t
I
'
Card N o t

It Made
Fresh
Whipped
Dannon Yogurt

PLEASE RUSH YOUR
CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
SOURCES TO:

I
I

Name
Address
City

State ..

Zip

M a i n e residents please a d d S*&

DEDICATED TO HEALTH CARE A N D
THE PEOPLE WHO PRACTICE IT
Armed Foices Scholarships
P.O. 8c* Af

Z—CN—©5

te& I a m l r « « i * s M in A m ^ Faces H*aHh Professions .
SchotarsftipoixxyiuniBgviundefstc*x1ihectt
I o m espaciar / interested irx
0 Army
a NOW
OAlrPofCe
O Physician
OOental
aPocSatry'
a Optometry
D VeterinaryO PsychatogvtPhD^

Nome.
(Please Pmq

-SexDM O F

Adc*e*«_
-S«ote_

-2ip_

SooatSecwtry*
ErwoBment ot__

JSchoolL

MEDICAL SCHOOL ASPIRANTS

r

Over 40,000 men and women will apply to American medical
schools this year, but only about 14,000 will be accepted.
Q u a l i f i e d candidates have a valid alternative: medical
education in Europe.—For information and application forms
( o p p o r t u n i t i e s also available for veterinary and dentistry
candidates), contact the information office:

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL
MEDICAL EDUCATION

J0ea>«

" v *»? r i n »V ond Podiatry hot avertable in Navy Pioarom.
PodK*y a n d Psychology not c*a*obte <n Army Program.

Welcomed!

Until N e x t time: LISTEN T O
T H O S E GROVES . . .

|

°wi

Will Be

<mww*w*mwwwwwww +

it y o u wish to u s e your crvsrge c a r d .
» ! * • • • > f*M out a p p r o p r i a t e boxes bolow:

I
I
I

Your Assistance

N e x t article: R O N W O O D
L E A P S TORWAltD. "

UNCLArMED SCHOLARSHIPS

D

temperatures and serving procedures. A n d t h e w i n e s themselves—
had to b e from p l a c e s w i t h
strange and^confusing names.
What
some
wine
drinkers
haven't realized is .that straightforward standards of w h a t looks,
smells, and tastes good are applicable to all wines. There is n o
compendium of tasting secrets
k n o w n only to people w h o c a n
s a y Grand Echezeaux five t i m e s
fast. W h e n t h e fundamentals a r e
k n o w n , w i t h a little practice y o u
w i l l discover that w i n e s disdained
by t h e snobs m a y stand v e r y
comfortably beside those f a m o u s
European names. More importantly, y o u will find y o u are c o m fortable enough w i t h good w i n e s
to share B e n Franklin's r e l a x e d
attitude — and that i s t h e m o s t
important s t e p toward real a p preciation^^

GOVERNMENT

If groups like this were presented in your music classes then the
class w o u l d be much more enjoyable.

| . UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
^69<Allerl Avenue, Portland, Maine 04103
CI I am enclosing $1255 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.
^ . (Check or money order — no cash, please.)

•
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b y R. C o r j o i n H o u c h i n s
w i n e -that increases t h e pleasure
ence w a s not expecting to hear
E
&
J
0
a
l
l
o
W
i
n
e
r
y
this kind o f material but n o matof food ( a n d hence t h e m o s t
ter what Emerson, Lake and Pal- T H E W I N E S N O B D E B U N K E D important category from a n a e s mer plays, people will jam at the £ '
9*'
thetic standpoint), i s relatively
doors at their concerts.
Y o u Can't T a s t e While Talking
n e w t o America. For a long time,
B e n j a m i n Franklin said, "Wine t h e pleasures o f table w i n e h a v e
Some o f their famous groves
is
constant proof that God l o v e s b e e n taken for granted b y A m e r i are Lucky Man, from the Begin-^
• can families w i t h strong European
ning, Still . . . You turn me o n , u s and l o v e s to s e e u s happy."
heritages a n d b y t h e u p p e r class.
To
b
e
sure,
the
glories
"of
t
h
e
H o e d o w n , and Karn Evil 9.
grape ,are m a n y and various. T h e B u t
until relatively recently,
What songs were changed from last t h i n g , w e need, h o w e v e r , is o n l y a minority of w i n e s shipped
Classical t o Rock Style? The an- another self - proclaimed pundit in America w e r e table w i a e s .
swer i s Toccata, Battlefield, Pic- s w i r l i n g a glass and talking about O n l y in 1969 did table w i n e s
tures at an Exhibition, Piano Im- the <xay-L.ussac * equation w h i l e m a k e up t h e majority of shipprovisations which is on their live c l a i m i n g to perceive Gregorian m e n t s . Since then, t h e category
L P , Welcome to the Show that c h a n t s and t h e Rites of D i o n y s i u s
h a s grown steadily both absoluteNever Ends, and Hoedown.
in t h e w i n e .
l y a n d relative to other types.
J
u
s
t
a
s
o
n
e
n
e
e
d
not
b
e
a
botaO n e of t h e by-products bf t h e
! The album "Taukus" is a close
runner u p for their best L P . nist to appreciate a rose or a n e w popularity of fine w i n e w a s
'There, is n o . doubt in my mind .meteorologist to delight i n a s u n - t h e w i n e s n o b , ready t o dictate,
that their best L P is Brain Salad .set, y o u need" not b e a n enologist pontificate, and obfuscate. There
w e r e special glasses t o consider,
Surgery. Rumor is.that ELP will to e n j o y a glass of w i n e .
It m a y b e that w i n e snobs e x i s t the appropriate w i n e w i t h e a c h
c o m e o u t with a n album within
this month that will surpass any b e c a u s e t a b l e w i n e , t h e k i n d of dish, not to m e n t i o n
correct
o f their previous LPs. They are
each coming o u t with a solo at.
bum
of
their
own.

$33,500,000

|

(month, year)

759-9682

Keith Emerson w h o is the organist o f the group, comes from
the group " T h e N i c e " . These
records from the Nice can be
obtained. You can hear the same
kind of- Technique which he uses
in t h e group, Emerson, Lake and
Palmer. The guitarist Greg Lake,'
w h o pals with Emerson, plays all
the guitar Work. N o w a t last w e
get t o Carl Palmer. Buddy Rich
once said that Carl Palmer is-one

I

to graduate m_

\ 381-4933

There are many music courses
given in Banich College with an
intention of opening our minds t o
Classical music. Since Rock n'
Roll covers from folk t o Acid
Rock, w e musn't forget that there
are
"CLASSICAL
ROCK
G R O U P S " . One o f these groups
that will be discussed in this article i s Emerson Lake and Palmer.

THE RISING^ COSTOF A MEDICAL EDUCATION.

Proudly Presents

FRIDAY OCTOBER 3, 1975
from 9 P M Un4H?
Music by EL LOBO DISCO

By James Chatles
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§ Society a n d M a n
^
^
-tq
g

such a great need o f a . s o l u ^ n a s
Shis one. T o resolve it, a broad
definition h a s first got t o be set
down; people must have a clear
knowledge o f at what point the
obligations thatthey owe to-sociery
H meet their own personal need for
^ morale behavior and observance of
g; conscience.-Does man necessarily
*-V nave t o respond t o every circums*"*:tance and face-every new crisis
f£f- with words and -actions that are
S best likely to satisfy society, or may
P he b e able t o meet them in a
manner that would equaT his own^

How Much Effect
Does the Manager Have?

continued from page twelve -

^personal sense of cofrr«rrhess?
fir. Men Who Make Laws^
. Were the question to be put to
anyone who had ever lived in a
society what, element more than
any other his culture
possessed
that was responsible for its very
being, the inevitable answer would
have to be thai the foundation of
every society was to be found
within the limits of its laws. Societies exist, essentially, upon codes,
no less upon its ability to implement them, both within and with-

'HttyThe nature of °a given society to find the relation of man to faw%- day it occurred by consulting his
maybe determined immediately if and law to society? There is an tablets. He knows the days when
in prehistory
that the planting should begin, Jbr~it
one were only to search out and explanation
could
satisfy*
Six
thpusan
years
has long since been
calculated,
examine its laws: thus he may
agorperhaps,
in
the
Middle
East,
and by the same regard can tell
learn instantly what sort qfoffesne
a
village
existed:
it
was
tiny,
not
what days the grain must be haris most likely to constitute a crime,
more
than
a
collection
of
red-mud
vested
All of this precious knowas well as to what extent and in
dwellings.
It
lies
from
that
day
to
ledge is restricted to Aim alone
what manner punishment is passour
own
crumbled
beneath
the
Man
is on the verge of .a great
ed down. In a Jew basic codes,
sands
of
the
desert.
A
small
comexperience; the epoch of civilizathere/ore, may be reflected the
complete culture of a people, wi/A munity, in no way different from tion is before hint. In ages to come
will
all of its ambitions, its sense of any number of those farming vill- writing and record keeping
ages
that
dottedthe
green
lands
play crucial roles. In the future,
justice
and very
often
its
between
sea
and
gulf
amid
the
man will build gigantic cities, estaprejudices.
encoraching
wastes.
Yet
it
is
here
blish
nations,
conceive
Where must we look if we want
.that heritage has begun. Upon a governments,, and virtually close cleft in a hillside above thetwim an out all contact with the natural
old man had gone,, and had seated world from which he had emerged.
himself his brown body was halfThis man may be only vaguely
naked and his hair and beard were aware that he owes his skill to the
sprinkled with rusty-gray. And he society he serves. At this time,
was at work for the longest time: mankind has finally achieved a
as the day wore on he used a settled existence, one in wjtich the '
slender. instrument
with great • hunting society and
the'farming
care, making his magic
symbols culture has merged; it is a society
upon a slate ofcla^ He had pride in which laws have already evolved
in his skill,. the .making ftf: sacred an4ftad'established
here a distrisymbols'is a closely-guarded
art; bution of labor, creating
classes
he is the one man in his tribe who and professions. Long before the
codes are
is permitted to possess the secrets dawn of civilization,
already
in
existence
.defining
for
of the Utile marks he etches upon
skills,
the tablet. Only he, and a few each family their particular
providing
for
eachgrbup
the
work
other men in tribes not • too far
distant, can read and understand of cultivation, building or defense
the story he has placed On the Man had already accepted the rule
small slab. Only he can account of law; he knew the value of
for the number of cattle and sheep cooperation, and found that it is as
community
in his village, Only he can record necessary in a settled
as it had been for untold -ages in
each birth in his tribe, and then,
long afterward, recall the precise the hunt. Writing yvillplay its role;
but laws have far preceded it into
the civilized world.
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B y Richard Warren
--A constant debate among base-'
ball fans-is concerning how much a
manager contributes to the success
or failure o f a baseball team. The
answers given by fans and baseball
people border on the extremes.
Some will hold the manager almost totally responsible for the
team's play while others consider
the manager to be almost a figure-'
head. Actually the manager' effect
on a tem varies. For instance, in
the case o f the San diego Padres,
who have fielded a losing team
every year o f their existence and
have merited this failure, due to
lack of good ballplayers not even
John McGraw could make a winning team out of/diem. As for the
Oakland Athletics, d u e t o a top
scouting system and owner Charley Pulley's ability to make good
trades, Oakland could win even if
managed by Mickey Mouse.
Those are cases where the manager is a very insignificant part of
the team. But there are other cases
where the manager has a lot more
to d o with the success of the team.
Sportswriters, give Sparky Anderson little credit for the success of
the Reds, but since the manager
decides who plays and who makes
the team, Sparky must be given
credit where ue. A m o n g the moves
anderson has m a d e since he
became manager m 1970 are these
he converted Tony Perez from
third base to first base; he convert-;
ed Jack Billingham and D o n
Gullet from relief pitchers to starting pitchers; he put Cesar Geronimo in centerfield and stuck with
him even after h e had a poor
season with the bat; he put Dave
Concepcion at shortstop; he
moved Pete rose t o third base; he
inserted outfielders George Foster
and ken Griffey into t h e starting.
^~lineup
and this year he kept a
couple o f rookie relief pitchers
'.
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RECREATION
SOCCER G A M E S

FILM SERIES PRESENTATION
MAIN AUDITORIUM
DAY

DATE

TUESDAY 10-7-75

TUESDAY 10-14-75

THURSO 10-16-75
THUftS.

10-23-75

THtJRS.* 10-30-75
THURS.

-11 -6-75

TIME

week of

Soccer.

Oct. 8 , W e d . 3:30
C.W. P o s t — H o m e
Oct. 1 1 , Sat. 11:00
* Queens—Away
Oct. 1 3 , M o a . 11:00
Medgar
edgar Evers-—Away

T£!S

5-10 PM

Sweet NovemberWrth Sandy Dennis
and Anthony Newly
A Raisin in the Sun w i t h Sidney
Poiter and Ruby Dee
5-10 PM Not With My Wife You Don't with
Tony Curtis, W h va L i s i , * George C.
Scott
Up the Down Staircase with Sandy
Dennis and Patrick Bedford
12-2 PM Bullit with Steve McQueen, Robert
Vaughn, Jacqueline Bisset
12-2 PM Buck and the Preacher w i t h Sidney
Poiter and Harry Belafonte
12-2 PM Suddenly Last Summer w i t h Liz
Taylor and Kathryn Hepburn
12-2 PM The- Trouble With Angers with Haley
Mills and Rosiland Russel
•

A solid packed

O c t . 1 5 , S a t . 2:0©

FILM

*

THIS WEEK

Ful schedule will appear in the next issue

Pratt—Home
Oct. 25, Sat. 1:00
Hunter—Home
Oct. 2 7 , M O B . 1:00
* Lehman—Home
Oct, 2 9 , W e d . 3:30
* Manhattan^—Home
N o v . 1, Sat. 11:00
Pace
N o v . 5, Wed. 3:30
* SetoriHaB
* Seton HaH—Home
Hoy. 12, W e d . 3:30
Jersey City—Away
N o v . 15", Sat. 11:00
* New York T e c h — H o m e
* Met conference game
H o m e games Central Park, North
Medow.

RESEARCH

SUPEBFIGHT

named Rotlie Eastwick and Will
mcEnany, Skeptics would say
these are obvious moves but if you
look back into the recent history of
baseball and remember t h e
numerous mistakes made by managers in judging baseball talentthen you will see that n o move was
obvious. Was it obvious t o then
Met manager Gil Hodges that h e
had a first rate outfielder in Amos
Otis? W a s it obvious t o Hodges
that h e had a great pitcher in
Nolan Ryan? Was it obvious t o
then Texas Rangers Manager Billy
Martin that he had a great centerfielder in Elliot Maddox? Was it
obvious to Montreal Expos manager Gene Mauch that Ken Singleton and Mike torrez could d o more
for his team then Dave McNally
and Rich Coggins. I'm sure you
can think of other such managerial
goofs-. When' a manager decides
W H O PLAYS, then the manager
has something to do with the team'
play.
Another important area for a
manager is making moves. How
long to wait before taking a pitcher
out, when to pinch hit, etc. former
Yankee and. now Detroit manager
Ralph Houk is notorious for leaving his pitchers in too long. Leaving a pitcher in until he' given u p
six or seven runs and the ballgame'
lost is normal for Houk. Houk's
reluctance t o make changes is
equally fatal to the teams he
manages. If his team is losing he'll
go with the same lineup claiming
"these are my best players". He
refuses to find out whether h e has
any better players on the bench, or!
in the minors.
Another stupid move Houk
made regularly was putting in the
line-up a player who could hit but
couldn't field. T h e b e s f example o f
this was during the 1970-7.1 seasons- when Houk would put Danny
Cater at either third of first base t o
get his bat i n ' t h e lineup. Cater
would drive in two runs and let in
six. Cater's fielding heroics
include ducking from a line drive
hit to him. Houk lost numerous
games that the Yankees should
have won by putting Danny Cater
on the field.
All I have to say to people like
John Sterling and Phil Pepe, who
feel that a manager has virtually
no affect on a team's success or
failure is this, any man who decides who plays, when pitchers get
taken out, when changes are mae,
and who makes the team, then it is
very probably that this man's
"decisions can certainly b e the
difference between winning and
losing.
'
--'-•I just want to add, where would
the Boston Red Sox b e now if •
Darrell
J o h n s o n , .. B o s t o n ' s
manager, had decided last spring
that Fred Lynn and Jim rice could
use another year in the minors.
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It's all over now. The time has
come t o forsake all the public
relations and the publicity and
analyze the third Ali-Frazier fight.
-The fact i s , whatever circumstances surrounding their rivalry,
as boxing fans w e were all in o n
the greatest ring sequence of our
era. .
Last night J o e Frazier and
.Muhammed Ali staged a bout that
can only h e described with o n e
word: classic. F o r fourteen
rounds t w o boxers over the age o f
30, hit each other with: every
weapon they had. O f the three
meetings they had, you'41 have t o
call Superfight 3 the best o f them.
A s in the first fight, the end came
with neither able t o stand at the
finish. A l i flopped o n the canvas
from fatigue (no matter what h e
tells you), and Frazier was actually carried o u t t o h i s dressing
room. They had given everything
o f themselves and had n o more t o
give.
All the prefight talk concerned
Ali's marital problems, and the
effect 'fciey'd have o n his concentration hi the ring, and Frarier's
stamina. H o w much had superfight 1 taken out o f him? The
answer t o both the questions, at
the end w a s obvious. For this,
event both men gave all they bad
relegating the prefight conjectures
t o nonsense. N o w that it-is over
and Ali's championship is secure,
it is left t o the analysts t o have
their
fun.
A s . with
Dempsey-Tunney and MarcianoVale, the descriptions will get
better in the coming years. Maybe
they'll even make a movie as they
did for J o e Jouis and Rocky
Graziano. Frazier, though a less
volatile personality, deserves a
.picture t o o .
...__. /......
Joe Frazier is a great fighter.
H e derserved t o be champion and
probably should have beaten
George Foreman in Jamaica. H a d
he been able t o combine some o f
Ali's ring savvy with his blows,
the Foreman fight would have
ended differently. But the fact is
Frazier has n o style t o speak of.
Only power and guts ; ,Two out o f
three isn't bad. His" jnanager,
Eddie Futch, talked about changing Frazier's style, allowing him
to dodge punches and making him
less predictable. It wouldn't have
worked. J o e Frazier knows only
one way, and that is t o chase the
m a n until h e f a l l s . R o c k y
Marciano fought the same way.
The power o f J o e Frazier's fist
was telling o n Muhammed AH,
w h o will admit he has never met a
tougher foe. x A s for Frazier'sr
heart, there has never been a
question as t o how much punishm e n t he could take while remaining on his feet. Toward the end o f
the fight, h e was still shuffling
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By Marty Berkowitz
T O W A R D Ali, forcing the issue.
I t had to remind Joe o f the shark
in " J a w s " .
Frazier's entire comeback was
beautiful t o behold. He-had n o t
been truly impressive since the
first Ali fight. Prior t o that classic
he could have torn a George
Foreman apart a n y , day o f t h e
week'. In his title defenses before
losing to Foreman, and his subsequent matches with J o e Bugner,
jimmy Ellis and Jerry Quarry,
he's been o f f balanced. H e saved
his best for Ali, a man he loathes.
A t 3 1 , and supposedly washed u p ,
Frazier fought the best fight o f his
life. H e came o n strong n o t because.of any boxing skills h e had
left, but because his heart would
not let him quit.
During the middle rounds, he
appeared as if h e might pull o f f
the upset but h e couldn't, keep his
face out o f the way. There w a s
only s o much about weavng and
dodging h e could learn. In the
end, h e had "to fight it, his way.
Win or lose, that was the only way
he could g o out.
A s for Ali, the punishment may
have taken its toll. He was in
control o f his senses all the way,
knowing what h e could or
couldn't d o . H e could perceive
enough t o realize he was hurting.
By the 10th round, arm weary, Ali
later confessed that h e was ready
t o quit, but remembered that
champions don't d o that. After
flopping t o the canvas in victory,
Ali acknowledged that the bout
may have been his last. H e has
nothing left t o prove by fighting
now that he has met Frazier. By
comparison, George Foreman
never laid a glove on him. A
rematch would be pointless. Some
.may say Ken Norton deserves
another chance at Ali. H e may or
may not get it, but the sensible
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observer couldn't accuse the m
champ of ducking anybody after 90.
what he saw. last night. Twenty
years is enough for any man t o
put into a boxing ring.
The likelihood is that boxing
fans are seeing the twilight o f a n
era. T o speculate on a dry future
without Ali would b e silly, because the game h a s a way o f
serving itself. The rivalry o f Ali 5
vs. Frazier has t o b e recognized.
C o m p a r i n g t h e great heavyweights is a silly proposition. Boxing fans are always wondering
how Joe Louis would have doneagainst Ali. The answer is that it
would have been a great fight.
No'-one could really say who'd
have worn however, because both
men belong to different eras. Both
looked best against the worst
competition which is what, except
in rare instances like Joe Louis vs.
Max Schmeling or Billy Conn, or
Ali-Frazier, usually happens t o a
champion. It is impossible to conjecture whether or n o t A l i could
have escaped Louis's power. They have never fought. Ali and Frazier
did fight, however, and these are
the fights over which analysis will
now ponder. The rhetoric is over
now. The t o y pistols,* Manilla
Gorilla and motorcycle escapes,
are finished. With the promotions
out o f the way, A l i and Frazier
completed the fight with mutual
respect for each other's ability.
There was nobody left to psyche.
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What is left? T h e knowledge
that over the course o f five years
and 41 rounds great heavyweights
beat each other's collective brains
and images i n . J o e Frazier defeated the Ali e g o in 1971 by
pounding Mm with his first defeat. In return, Ali has proven
that he could survive-41 rounds o f
Frazier's pressure, something n o
•other heavyweight can boast.
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In Rochester, New York, it's been happening foryears.
The youth is a member of TOPs. Teens on Patrol.
A group of boys and girls from the inner city who
work with police each summer to help keep city recreation areas safe and orderly.
TOPs was conceived by Eastman Kodak Comp a n y and Rochester Jobs, Inc. in 1967. It has brought
about a greater understanding and mutual respect
etween police and young people from the surrounding community.
TOPs don't have the power to make arrests, but
they learn about poiice by working with t h e m . Wearing special, jackets and T-shirts, they ride in squad
cars. Walk the beat. Monitor calls at the station. Supervise kids at pools and playgrounds. For which
they're paid a salary.
Police c o m e into the neighborhood as partici-

pants, not observers. When they get to know the
people they're sworn to protect, they learn how their
interests can be better served.
Why does Kodak provide financial support to
T O P s ? Because helping the people of Rochester
communicate with o n e another helps buMd a better
community in w h i c h the c o m p a n y can operate and
grow. In short, it's g o o d business. And w e ' r e in business to make a profit. But it's also "good for society.
The s a m e society our business d e p e n d s on.
If a company that makes pictures can't help people see more clearly, w h o can?

Kodak.
More than a business.
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